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Abstract

Uneven heating causes serious energy waste in older steam heated
apartment buildings, a common problem in Minneapolis& Rebalancing can reduce
space heating costs by as much as 15 to 25%fo This paper describes the
development and operation of the Minneapolis Steam Control System, an
integrated control strategy that shows promise for correcting this problem0

Since 1981 the Minneapolis Energy Office has been testing control
strategies for single pipe steam (SPS) heating systems A 14,000 square foot
coop apartment bui 1di ng was extensi vely instrumented to gather information
on heat; ng system performance and space te~peratures& At the start of the
tests, the warmest apartment averaged 74 F with only bour of its ten
radiators turned on& The coolest apartment averaged 65 F all ten
radi ators on $l Thi rty-fi ve mi nutes were requi red to fi 11 the enti re system
with steam from a typical starting condition, but the average boiler on-time
was only eight minutes~ Thus the radiators nearest the boiler received steam
on every cycle and were nearly ways hot, whereas the radiators further
away received steam only occasionally~

A new contra1 strategy was deve loped wi the goa1 of 'fi 11 i ng the
system completely steam on every boiler cycle~ A ay was attached to
the boi 1er ci rcui t to ho1d it on after the thermostat ca11 s for heat ~ The
boi 1er i s turned off by a sensi ve pressuretro1 on ly after the system is
full and the pressure starts to riseQ With all radiators filling on every
cycle, the difference in the steam val time becomes unimportante The
rate of heat transfer to the radi ator .... room system is 4 to 5 times higher
when the metal is heat; up when the radiators are already full0 Since

1 radiators now experience the high heat transfer fill period, the
addi ona1 recei ved by near radi ators at lower steady state rates
is not enough unbalance the system& In add; on, large main line air
vents were i led which maximum difference in steam arrival time
in f&

on of n line r vents and modified steam cycle
controller, 1 apartments now heat to 6SoF with all radiators on0 The
porches at the of the building, which previously were cool, ar8

ceab warmer, and the basement, whi ch had been overheated, dropped 15
in temperature~

The coop resi dents of the test bui 1di ng had kept areas underheated to
energy costS0 Rebalancing redistributed heat from overheated to

underheated areas rather than reduci ng the average temperature whi ch waul d
have resulted in fuel savings0 In a typical rental building, where controls
are adjusted to keep the coo1est apartment at 70°F, thi s contra1 strategy
can reduce space heating costs 15 to 25%& The controls cost $500 to $2000
per building, they are commercially available, and they are simple to
install and maintain& In Minneapolis buildings the simple payback for these
controls would be about 2 years$ C
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INTRODUCTION

One third of the dwelling units in Minneapolis are in buildings of 5 or
more units. There are basically two styles: steam heated apartment buildings
bui 1t between 1900 to 1930 and hot water heated bui 1di ngs bui 1tin the
1950~60tsG Of the 2864 total buildings, 1655 are steam heatede These
buildings provide 29,750 dwelling units, about 19% of the total, and are an
important component of the l"esidential housing stock in the City, They are
generally well .... built and often have beautiful interior woodwork and stately
exterior brickwork.

Single pipe steam (SPS) heating systems were the best choice for these
buildings when constructed~ Only after WWII did reliable electric pumps lead
to the hydronic systems standard in modern apartment buildings~ The physical
condition of the steam heating sys~ems in most cases is quite good 0 The
distribution systems are intact and in most the original boilers are still
oper"ating, having been converted from coal to gas@ SPS systems were designed
for long life with low maintenance but not for energy efficiency~

A typical SPS heated building has only one thermostat~ When the
thermostat calls for heat, the boiler comes on, heats the water, and
generates stearne The distribution system is initially full of air0 Steam
moves through the pi pi ng under very low pressure (generally 1ess than one
pound per square inch gauge, psig), heating the metal and pushing the air
out thro h air vents on the mains and the radiators, see gure l~ As steam
reaches each vent, the heat of the steam causes the vent to close, so that
no steam escapes into the room0 Wi thi n the radi ator, the steam condenses,

easi ng heat and maki ng room for more steam to enter 0 The condensed water
les back to the boiler through the same piping that supplied the steam~

When thermostat is ed, it turns the boiler off~ As each radiator
cools r opens, all ng r re-enter the system~

A major and almost universal cause of energy waste in these buildings
is uneven heat; ~ T SPS system is inherently the most difficult to

ance contro1. Open; ng wi ndows even in the co1dest weather to coo1
down overheated apartments was part of the original design and normal
operation~ The thermostat is generally adjusted to satisfy the coolest
apartment, wJth the result that other apartments are overheated by as much
as 10 to 15 F, Fi gure 2 ~ Hi gher temperatures cause much greater conduct ion

loss through the wa11 s and roof, and of course wi ndows opened to
ieve .the overheating incur severe infiltration losses0 In Minneapolis the

cost of higher inte6nal temperatures is generally estimated as 3% of space
heating costs pe~ 1 Fo An apartment building in which the h8ttest apartment
i s overheated 14 F and the bui 1di ng as a who1e averages 7 F too hot wi 11
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cost 21% more to heat than one that is well control1ed~ This amounts to over
$2000 on the $10,000 heating fuel bill for a typical 32-unit apartment
bui 1di n9 e Fi gure 1 ill ustrates how the uneven heati ng rai ses the average
temperature and therefore also the cost of heating.

In June 1981 the Minneapolis Energy Off; ce began the development of .. an
energy conservation program formulti .... family buildings under a HUD Innovative
Grant $ Ali terature search was - done and numerous manufacturers and heating
contractors were contacted to determi ne the state of the art ~ Whi 1e prob lern
areas.were fairly obvious, the techniques for solving them and the estimates
of potential resulting savings were not generally agreed upon. A number of
the products on the market to address the problem of uneven heating in steam
buildings were installed on two apartment buildings, but performed poorly~

The poor performance of these installations, the lack of other research
on the issue, and e general 1 k of agreement in the industry i ndi cated
the need for a more extensive testing project to support the multi-family
conservation program~ This project was begun the summer of 1982, with
extensive data collection ~eginning in March 19830 During the remai.nder of
that heat; n9 season the normal operati on of the system and the effect of

n line air vents on steam distribution were investigated0

completion of the preliminary work a concerted effort was
wi of 83-84 to deve lop a so1 on to the prob lem 0 The

e e of operation led to development of a new control
nneapo1; s Contro1 System (Mp1s SP 0 Thi s system was

successfully and shows prom; se -as an effect; ve and i nex
to the problem~ This paper describes the strategy, discusses

s for its effects, and reports our test findings to datee

Uneven Heating Costs Money

figure l'
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GEORGE PETERSON

TEST SITE

The main test site was the Bryant Avee Coop, a three story 14,000
square foot cooperatively. owned apartment bUilding in south Minneapolis$
Several factors made the bUilding an ideal test site~ The occupants owned
the bui 1di ng, pai d the heat bi 11, and they were very interested in the
tests, helpful, and pleasant to work witho There are only seven units but
these are large, about 2000 square feet each so that the physical size of
the building and heating system are similar to a moderately large building0

The Bryant Avenue bUilding was built in 19100 The original brickset
fisetube boiler is still in place and has been converted to gas with a 103 x
10 Btuh input0 Figure 3 shows a plan view of the basement distribution
pi pi ng wi th the take-offs for the ri sers that feed the radi ators on the
upper three floors til An important feature i s the exteri or rear stai rwe11
which necessitates that the north distribution main loop back making it
significantly longer than the south main0 Each ser serves one, two or
three radiators which has been labeled for identification~

TEST DESIGN

Devices and Control es Tested

u1t i mate 'Ie of the research i s prov; de
space temperatures in of the apartments, do it wi th the lowest

b1e energy use and pment costs $ The and contro1 strateg; es
under investigation are isted in e 10 When feasible the various
modifications made to eve s been installed in ways that allow
them to be turned on or off~ , they can be tested indi dually or in any
comb; on&

ons~ Year

82-83 83-84 84-85

inlet
e
adjustment*

steam cycle controller
Mpls cycle control1er*
Conservation Strategies

ler tune up
Reduci Off-cycle losses
Vent damper

ler replacement
Boiler input/si ng*

x
x

x

x

x
x
x. x
x x

x
x x
x x

x
x
x
x

* Part of the Minneapolis Steam Control System
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METHODOLOGY

Data Collected

To determine the effectiveness of each of the modifications, the gas
consumption and system performance were monitored intens;vely*

Gas Consumption~ The fixed firing rate boiler was submetered to
distinguish· heating consumption from cooking hot water use, and the
boiler run time was recorded 1-2 times per week0

Cycling$ The number of on/off cycles of the boiler were recorded~

Together with boiler run times this gives an indication of the average cycle
length$ Cycle length can be very important in a steam system, where it takes
quite some time for the steam to reach the furthest radiators&

Temperatures * Space temperatures for each apartment were automatically
recor e every our, as was the outside temperature~

Phys i cal Parameters ~ Vari ous phys i ca1 parameters such as the input,
steady state efficiency, and water mass of the boiler; size, surface area, I

and mass of the radiators were measured or calculated0

Equi pment ~ A zed 1agger was used read all sensors,
and fhe information was transferred 0 0 data tape cassettes0 Type T

UIV,... VUllItJ es were used temperature' measurement & e x ma; n apartment
temperature were read wi thermistors~

performance
runs was

ous control strategies a

to mea'sure steam de1i very times and
run, the system was turned off for

The bo; 1er was then turned on and
1 re system was fi 11 ed wi th

ons~ Next the boiler was sh off again and
cool down@ Thus b h heat-up and cool-down were from

& Every 45 seconds the temperatures at 16-26 locations
ng system and at certai n radi ators were recorded along wi th
thin the bo1ler&

Warm Run~ A warm run was used to monitor the normal operation of the
interferencee In addi on to the information gathered for the

data was collected on the operation of the thermostat and on/off
on of the burner* The data are collected every 1 to 3~75 minutes and

a run lasted up to 30 hours@

Radi ator Run ~

pattern wi thi n i ndi
A radiator run was used to investigate the steam fill
dual radiators~ The temperatures at 10 locations on a
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single radiator were continuously monitored during the
parts of a cyclee

11 and cool down

THE PROBLEM OF UNEVEN HEATING

In the simp1es.t terms,· the major cause of uneven heat; ng i s that the
boiler provides more heat to some radiators than to othersG This happens for
several reasonSlt

Differences in Steam Arrival Times

At the beginning of a boiler firing cycle the plplng system and
radiators are filled with air and are quite coolo The steam that the boiler
produces must heat a 1arge mass of pi pi ng and push the ai r out of the ai r
vents0 As a result, steam moves through the system very slowly& The further
a radiator is in piping distance from the boiler,. the longer it takes for
the steam to reach it~ At the test building the furthest radiators received
steam 15 to 25 minutes later than the nearest ones@ After steam reaches any
radiator, the radiator takes another 10 to 20 minutes to fill completely and
warm up& So the total time needed to completely fill the system is on the
order of 30 to 45 minutes@ Figure 4 illustrates the pattern of steam

stribution during the fill cycle based on distance to the boiler~

Short Boiler es

The 1ocat i on and operat i on of a typi ca1 thermostat combi ne to cause
boiler cycles too short to 11 the entire system with steam0 Thus the near

ators receive steam on every cycle, but the far radiators only receive
steam every few cycl es, and some may never recei ve steam~ If the thermostat
is in an apartment close to the boiler, the heat given off by the radiators
will satisfy the thermostat too qUickly to allow the whole building to get
steam~ If the thermostat is in one of the further cooler apartments, as is

cal the case, it will cause short cycles for a different reason&
to most thermostats is a ISh t anticipatorUe Its intended function

is to heat the thermostat sensing ement slightly with an electric resistor@
thermostat then is sat i sfi ed and turns off the burner before the room

r temperature, lowing the space to coast up
from dual heat in the heat exchanger without overshooting the set point
temperature & Heat ci pators are des i gned for and work we 11 wi th forced
air heating systems in single family homes where heat is distributed

, but they not meet the needs of a steam heated bui 1di ng e There is
amount of energy in a hot steam radiator for a long period of

the burner shuts offe If the heat anticipator is eliminated or
adjusted to a low setting, the residual heat in the radiators after the

shuts off, will cause the space temperatures to overshoot & But if the
pator is adjusted higher, the heat it produces alone will warm up

thermostat and sat; sfy it before any steam reaches the far apartments 0

The correct ant i ci pator adjustment depends on the rate of steam de1i very
throughout the systeme This varies with how warm the distribution system is

the start of the cycle, which is a function of the time since the last
cycle and therefore the outside temperature 0 Thus a single heat anticipator
setting will only work for a given outside weather condition$
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GEORGE PETERSON

At the test building, before modification, the thermostat would call
for heat according to ambient temperature but the anticipator would c.ause
the bo; 1er to eye le off before steam reached all of the radiators. Figure 5
shows boiler operation and temperatures at three positions along/the distribu ....
tion system (basement piping close to the boiler, .. near radiator, and. far
radiator) over a 4i hour peri ad start; ng .i nthe morni n9 after ni ghtsetback e»

Tb.e f.irst tiiJl~ t~e burner cycled on, it fired for six minutes. A small

Boil r y Ii

Far Radiator
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amount of steam was produced which began to heat up the distribution system &

A few very close radiators may have been warmed, but the near radiator that
was monitored was not ~ The thermostat, located near the far radi ator, was
not warmed at all by the steam, but was cycled off by the heat anticipatoro
The following burner-on cycles immediately sent steam into the basement
distribution system, which stayed warm from then on; some steam reached the
near radi ator, but the far radi ator remai ned co1d lP On the thi rd cyel e the
near radiator began to fill with steam, but the far radiator remained cold~

Only on the fourth cycle did the far radiator receive steam, warming the
space around the thermostat sufficiently for the thermostat to cycle the
boiler off for 11 hours$ But once the building cooled down sufficiently for
the thermostat to agai n call for heat, the same i neffi ci ent heat; ng pattern
was repeated ~ Fi gure 5 i 11 ustrates the di fference in heat output due to
radiator location which is a major cause of uneven heating&

Lack of Control

Un1ike hydron; cally-heated bui 1di ngs, steam heated bui 1di ngs generally
have no mechiani sm for>shutti ng off the supply of heat to an apartment that
is already sati.sfiedwhi le other, cooler apartments continue to rece; ve
heat ~ Every apartment conti\nues to get heat until the ng1 e thermostat for
the building issatisfied+

lding characteristics frequently aggravate an uneven heating prob
lem~ Often one. steam main is much longer than the other, making that side of
the bui 1di ngharder to heat ~ And apartments on the top floor, already

ng from heat; problems due to their distance from the boiler, also
higher heat losses if the attic is uninsulated* Finally, depending on

their heat loss, apartments may have too many orA too few radiators0

ANATOMY OF A STEAM

i s Steam Contra1 System i s a set of
just after all of the radiators have

uneven heat i n9 and the
steam eye1e i s necessary Cl The 1arge

system del ays the tranfer of heat to the
on, most of the heat output goes into

and some goes into the boiler metal and bricke
bution sy em, displaces the air and begins

heat up the metal of the stribution piping and radiatorso As the metal
heat is then transferred to the surrounding air& The time required

distri on system is controlled by the mass and temperature of
in the system, the rate of heat output by the boi 1er, the 'rate of

"il""V'&'::!~nlt"""l1"'fl1loR from di stri but; on system surfaces to the surroundi ng ai r
any back pressure caused by venting of air from the system~

ping and radiators in the test building have a total mass of
e Two hundred and twentY .... ei ght thousand Btu I s of heat are needed
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to ra; se tg; s much meta1 from 700F to 212oF. The boil er I s useful output i s
1 G 024 X 10 Btuh e Thus even if a11 of the boi 1er I s output were go1 ng into
the metal, it would take 1384 minutes for the entire distribution system to
get hot4

Based on co1d run tests, we 1earned that it took an average of 32
minutes to fill the system at the test site completely from a cold start19 A
careful accounting of the distribution of the energy output during a 32
minute cycle is presented in Table II and Figure 6~ It verfies that at the
end of the cycle, 42% of the energy produced is still held in the
di.stribution piping and radiator metal $ This suggests that a steam system
takes a long time to fill because of its large heat capacity, not because of
slow venting of air, as is sometimes believed This is a cri cal insight in
the design of a successful control strategy~

Figure 6 MINUTES

able II nergy Balance During a Steam Cycle
( on a 32 ler me)

ive heat output of the distribution system
capacity of the distribution system

idual steam within the distribution system
capacity of the condensate water

(boiler brick and miscellaneous)

Total

17102 31$4
227$9 4107

2104 309
5803 1007
6702 1203

546 0 10000
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Pressure Our; the Steam e

Further verification that the determinant of the steam system fill rate
is its heat capacity, rather than the slow venting of air, comes from
observing the system1s pressure characteristics. Measurements at this build
i ng and a number of others show that SPS systems operate at very low
pressures, common ly 1ess than one hal f psi g, see Fi gure 7 @ When the bei 1er
cycle starts, the steam produced begins to displace the air, filling the
systemo A fairly sharp steam front of about two feet in linear pipe distance
is produced. As the steam contacts the relatively cool pipes it rapidly
condenses ~ The boi 1er cont i nues to produce new steam whi ch i s used to heat
up new sections of the distribution system and to maintain the temperature
of the sections which are -already hot as they transfer heat to the
surrounding space~ The proportion of heat being convected away increases as
the system fillso The steam front travels slowly because of the distribution
system's large heat capacity@ The holes in the air vents readily release the
displaced air@ The only pressure developed is the pressure necessary to send
the steam traveling down the pipes and to overcome a little resistance at
the air vents~ The pressure during the fill cycle is only 3-7 inches of
water, or 1/10 to 1/4 psige When a radiator fills completely with steam, the
air vent on it closes@ As more of the distribution system fills the steam
must be pushed further and there are fewer vents open to release air, so toe
pressure begins to se~ When only a few radiators are still releasing air,
the advancing steam front is very concentratedo More air venting back
pressure begins to develop and the pressure ses faster~ When ,the last air
vent shuts, the piping becomes a closed system and pressurizes rapidly as
~the boiler continues to produce steamo In the test building the system was
completely full before the pressure reached 1/2 psigo Thus back pressure is
not the reason the system fills so slowly~ This characteristic pressure
curve is useful in designi a control strategy0

Pressure during
Steam Cycle

·10

FlgUfCl 1
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Individual Radiator Heat and the Effect of

A final element in understanding the operation of the steam system is
understanding the pattern of heat output by individual radiators over time&
When steam first reaches a radiator, it is condensed by the cool metal as
rapidly as it can be supplied by the boiler~ Once the radiator itself is hot
and the air vent has closed, steam enters much more slowly, only rapidly
enough to rep1ace the steam that 'condenseS as heat is transferred from the
radiator to the room0 Figure 8 graphs the instantaneous and cumulative heat
transfer to an individual radiator~ The rate of heat transfer to each
radi atpr i s very hi gh when steam fi rst reaches it, and much lower once it
has become hot$ The difference in rates can be 3 or 5 to 10

All of the heat transferred to a radiator's metal eventually ends up in
the surround; ng room ai r e The room and radi ator can be consi dered as one
unit for analysise Figure 9 shows the total cumulative heat output for two
radiators that receive steam at different times, and the difference between
their outputs The difference in output has four phases:

le Before the second radiator receives any steam - the difference
increases ~apidly and is equal to the output of radiator #le

2(0 While both radiators are warming up .... the difference remains
constant and is equal to the output of #1 6 5 head start~

30 After the first radi ator i 5 full, but the second is sti 11
ng up - the difference decreases rapidlye Radiator #2

has rapid heat transfer while #1 is at the lower steady state
rate0

40 Once both radiators are hot 00» a small difference remains,
equal to the length of radiator Ills head start mes the low
steady state heat transfer ratee

6.0

INDIVIDUAL RADIATOR
HEAT OUTPUT 6.0

EFFECT of CYCLE TIME
00 RADIAl OUTPUT

+- Racintor full und air vent closes
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itTotal Output
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The short boiler eyel eseommon in steam systems shut the boiler off
during phase 1 or 2, maximizing the difference in total heat output between
near and far radiators. However, in a long cycle, all radiators experience
the high fill heat transfer period. The near radiators do have steam longer,
but the extra time is at the much lower heat transfer rate that occurs the
radiators are ful1~ The Mpls SCS shuts the boiler off at the start of phase
4, the minimum cycl~ length to achieve the minimum difference in heat output~

A SOLUTION: THE MINNEAPOLIS STEAM CONTROL SYSTEM

To deal with the problem of uneven heating, the Minneapolis Steam
Contro1 System was developed.i) Thi sis an integrated contro1 system for SPS
heating systems which applies existing devices in an innovative way to
achi eve even, contro11 ab1e space temperatures 0 The fi ve major components of
the system are: thermostat, thermostat holding relay, controlling pressure ....
trol, main line air vents, and thermostatic radiator valves; all of which
are commercially available, easy to install, and require little maintenance~

These components work by:

1. Controlling the boiler so that all radiators completely 11
with steam each boiler cycle

2~ Reducing the difference in me
between radiatorse

3~ more i vi

e: Control 1i

thermostat holding controlling pressuretrol--_?_- steam cyel e so it is exactly long enough
stribution radiators each cycle0

are 11 cycle, but far radiators
es, if ever0 ng boiler to stay on

is problem is eliminatede Though at rst it
boi 1er es woul d 11 overheat the near

1 than apartments do, because
is much lower once it is hot, the

ve does a

ay and pressuretrol is not complex/) The
rner are wired the same as in a conventional

the thermostat 15 for heat, it energizes the
res burner ~ In the Mp1S SCS the co; 1 side of the

red into the burner ci rcui t, so the ho1di ng re1ay i s
ong wi burner @ The contacts of the ho1di n9 re1ay are in

t thermostat $ Once the thermostat energi zes the burner and
coil, the holding ay contacts are closed, completing the

t$ Thus even if the thermostat contacts are opened by
temperature or the heat· anticipator, the holding relay continues to
burner on0 The boiler is in effect locked on until something in the

til causes it to off$ A very sensi ve controlling pressure-
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figure '10t Wiring Diagram

Safety
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trol is'installed in the safety circuit~ When the entire system has filled
with steam and the pressure rises, the pressuretrol shuts off the burner and
allows the holding relay to opene The boiler then stays off until the
thermostat ca11 s for heat agai n ~ It i s easy to determi ne the pressure at
which the system is full for any given bUilding by having one person monitor
the pressure whi 1e another fo 11 ows the steam front through the bui 1di ng to
the last radiator -to receive steamo With this control system, each cycle
exactly and completely fills all radiators.

In a given system, the only variable on which the fill time depends is
the start; ng temperature of the di stri buti on systemo The fi 11 time in the
test building varied from 10 to 60 minuteso More time was required in warm
weather because the long off times allowed the system to cool down to room
temperature while during cold weather the cycles were more frequent and the
system, still being w.arm, filled qUickly& By establishing system pressure,
rather than time or a heat anticipator, or the critical parameter, the
burner ways shuts when the system is campl full&

While the controlling pressuretrol setting should measured as ·closely
as possible, there is room for error& If the set point pressure is set a.
little high, the run will only be a 1; e longer than necessary, because
pressure increases quite dly once system is 1$ If the set poi
pressure is ali e ow, the dual steam wi 11 fi sh 11 ing the
1

one manufacturer is
sensor i 1ed on the

r Vents

n9 ay nlmlze difference in total
receive steam -at different times, main line

i f* Although there is very little
a 1er eye1e, there i s some, and

~~~~+8~fi!~~~ ly enhance the flow steam down
ow up i ose

more quickly than before, and the

Mi nneapo1i s SCS are 1arge thermostat i c
n bution lines in the basement after
dry return drops into the wet return ~ The

heated by steam, at which point it quickly closes
escaping through ite Many buildings already have main

ginal installation, but ey typically have small
often are clogged and inoperative0 The vents used are available

($125 $200 i nsta11 ed, depend i ng on whether they rep1ace
or require a new· tap into the main)0 The Mpls SCS uses steam

a 1/2 11 diameter orifice for venting compared to 1/8u
. for

main line vents~ The free area of these traps represents 1/3 to
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1/2 of the total venting area in the system~

Several cold runs were done to test the effects of main line air vents$
The main line air vents reduced the steam arrival time from 4.5 to 3 minutes
at the end of the south main and from 9.75 to 6.0 minutes at the end of the
north side, s~e Figures 11 and 12& The difference in steam arrival times
between near and far radiators was reduced, see Table III. The occupants of
the coo1er apartments a1so reported improved heat; ng after the vents were
instal1edo Figure 13 illustrates the pattern of steam distribution within
the system wi th the MLAV i nsta11 ed ~ The pattern. is more even wi th than
without them which can be seen by referring back to Figure 4&

Table III Effect of Main Line Air Vents on Steam Arrival Times

RADIATOR ARRIVAL TIM (minutes)

SIN Radiator*

Main ~

Near South 2" S6 3.. 6 5~7 +201
Near South 2 52 5~3 7~5 +2,,2

Medium South 3 S8 7,,8 7~2 ..... ~6

Far North 2 N6 12 ~ 1 9,,5 -2,,6
Far North 3 N7 19 .. 5 13~5 -6QO

3

Control: Thermostatic Radiator yes

Normal there will still be some temperature variation between apart-
after pressuretro1, di re1ay, and MlV components of the Mp1s

are installed~ fferences are due to ator si n9 such
me-dependent es as solar gain, internal gains, infiltration, and

wind condi on5$ To compensate for this, the building can be divided into a
di fferent zones, each th some degree of separate thermostat i c

are severa1 methods for accomp1i shi ng thi sol n the Mp1s SCS
( ) are i 1 on about 20% of radi a-

1 on the 1argest rad; ators in the warmer
as a bedroom, where a coo1er temperature than

by respond; ng to temperature changes near the radi ator"
th a fluid whi expands and closes the r vent if the

goes above the setpointG When the boiler turns on, no air can be
and thus no steam can enter 0 Most TRV I S can be set to provi de a

room temperature or to allow the room temperature to be varied by the
a preset maximum chosen by the owner~

Thermostatic air vents do have some limitations@ If the apartment is
ow the desi red temperature when the boi 1er turns on, the vent wi 11 be

, a11 ow; n9 steam to enter ~ It has no way to shut off the flow of steam
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South Run Without And With Main line Air Vents

Furthest point of the South Run trunk line, shows the
steam delivery time cut from 4.5 to 3.0 minutes ..
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if the desired temperature is reached in the middle of the cycle, so if the
boi 1er eycl e is too long, the apartment can overshoot the des; red tempera
tureo Note also that unlike a thermostat, a thermostatic vent cannot turn on
the boiler when the apartment needs heat. It merely opens, and must rely on
the steam cyc1e contro11 er or centra1 thermostat to turn the bo; 1er on at
appropriate intervals.

Bas i c thermostat i c vents cost about $35 each. They can be i nsta11 ed by
a contractor or rna; ntenance personne1 for about $20 each 0 More elaborate
vents with remote temperature sensors may work better in some cases and cost
up to $85 each 0 Pl aci n9 vents only on the radi ators in the areas that
overheat is generally a good first step, with more vents added as necessary~

When a single room has two radiators, putting a thermostatic vent on one is
frequently sufficient@

Testing of TRV's is incomplete, but iminary tests indicate that
they work well as a zone control for SPS systems

EFFECTS ON SPACE TEMPERATURE AND FUEL CONSUMPTION

main result of research to date is nearly complete imination
of uneven heati ng in the te~t 1di ng ~ At the start of the tests the
warmest apartment averaged 72 F to 74°F th only four of it is ten

ators turned on. The' ·coolest apartment averaged 65 F th 1 ten
radi on ~ After addi on of the mai n 1i ne r vents, and modi fi ed
steam cye1eo 1er, pressuretro1 and ho1di ng re1ay, a11 apartments now
heat to 68 F with 1 radiators on. The porches at the far end of the

1 , whi ous1y were , are not; eeab ly warmer, and base-
, ~h had overheated of steam down the rnai ns,

dropped 15 F in temperature.

lowering average temperature of a
test building had chosen to allow the

in order to keep their fuel bills down,
resul in redi stri ng heat from overheated to

lower; the average temperature~ Analysis of
lation of the Mpls SCS~ Consider

s is a successful result. In a typical rental
""ll_+~"'Il!"l>.+ ; s kept comfortab1e, forei ng many others to

allows the a~erage temperature to be dropped.
temperature 5 F wi 11 subtract about 15% from

implementation project is now underway with the goal of
Mpls SCS in 50 buildings for the 84-85 heating season,

the effect on fuel consumption, and evaluating the effects on
system performance in a variety of buildings.
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COMPARISON OF THE MINNEAPOLIS STEAM CYCLE SYSTEM
WITH CONVENTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

The Minneapolis Steam Control System differs significantly from regular
thermostats and convent i ona1 steam eye1e contro11 ers 0 A convent; ana1 steam
cycle controller varies the on-time of the burner proportional to the
outside temperature. In milder weather with an SPS system the on-times are
too short, resulting in uneven heating0

There are numerous advantages to the Mp1s SCS when compared wi th a
conventional steam cycle controllere

1) To accomplish the same task, a conventional controller and TRV1s
costs much more than a Mpls sese If TRV·S are installed on all of the
radiators in a building, balanced heating can be achieved with almost any
control system, including a conventional steam cycle controller0 But a
convent i ana1 steam eye1e contro11 er costs about $2000 i nsta11 ed 0 There are
about 10 radiators in a typical 32-unit building; at $45 each the TRV 11
cost $45 bringing the total to $65000 In contrast, the Mpls SCS would only
cost about $2000~

2) With the Mpls .SCS, control of the boiler cycle is easier since it
is referenced to the temperature over which control is desired, the i or
space temperature, rather than to the outside temperature~

3) It is easier to achieve a ght setback with Mpls SCS, the
If'I1'lJ'll""'III"' __ is simply ggered by a setback type thermostat~ A conventional

ler ies a great deal on TRVDs to balance temperature, which
be reset to achieve setbacke

The Mpls SCS nimizes room temperature ngs by the
as soon as steam has filled all of the radiatorse

The Mp1s SCS rnai ntai ns a low . system pressure, even duri ng
boiler runs, thereby keepi maintenance costs lowfO Small leaks

wou have be repaired at 5 psig are not noticeable at Oe5 PSig0
somewhat cracks can be safely ignored 1 the heating season is

over and it is convenient to fix them0
6) s SCS is easy to service and maintain~ All of the necessary

mple, off-the-shelf items with which all heating contractors
The way are hooked , while innovative, is straight-

~ I 1 on, rna; ntenance, and repai rs are
simp1e~ infrequent inexpensive0

ECONOMI

cs of the Mpls SCS are expected to be good in most
As illustrated in Figure 14, lowering the average building

11 result in a cost savings of about 3% per 1 F reduction~ For
t 1 ng the installed cost of the Mpls SCS should be:

Relay and pressuretrol;
Main line air vents;

Thermostatic Radiator Valves;

$ 350
$ 300
$1600

($100 each)
(one per aptfO @$50 each)

Total; $2250
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The annual space heating bill would be Sbout $10,000. If the system reduced
thg average apartment temperature by 5 F and the basement temperature by
10 F the savings would be about 15% and 5% respectively for a total of 20%
or $2, 000 ~ Thi s waul d gi ve a payback of ali tt1e over one heat; n9 season ~

The actual payback period will depend on:
.... The degree of overheating originally present
- The degree of underheatingoriginal1y present

warming up underheated spaces reduces fuel savings but this increase
in tenant comfort costs less with the Mpls SCS

- Cost of the Mpls SCS for a particular building
- Special application problems
- Factors such as fuel cost (interruptible or firm gas) and weather

For buildings with moderate to severe overheating problems the payback
should be 2 years or less~

Even Heating Saves Money

i 1 on Mp1s SCS
lot project, plans so 1 for continued research and develop-

system components and testing of various devices that may be
in speci ci rcumstances 0 Thi s sect; on bri efly di scusses some of the

n item bei considered for test;

ideal thermostat for many applications is a multiple point, remote
thermostat th an automatic setback@ The device should remotely sense

space temperature in 3 to 5 apartments and close the thermostat contacts
2 or 3 of the apartments are at or be low the setpoi nt temperature, so

that a e i s not tri ggered if on ly a sma11 area needs heat @ The dey; ce
i f can be located in the boiler room, making it highly tamperproof*
Whi 1e several prospects ex; st, as yet none have been tested and shown to
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meet the ideal' specSe

Thermostatic Inlet Valves

In a brick set boiler during the burner firing a great deal of heat is
absorbed by the inter; or bri ck work 6 When the burner shuts off, the res; dua1
heat in the bricks continues to slowly steam some of the water, and it rises
up into the near distribution piping and radiators keeping them hot~ This
after-steaming lasts as long as two hours~ Thermostatic air vents are not
effective in this situation since control on the inlet side is needed,
therefore a thermostatic inlet valve must be used&

Variable Air Vents

Variable air vents are essentially the same as a standard r vents,
except that it is possible to adjust the size of the air holee In theory
the vent controls the rate at which air is released from the radiator, and
by adjusting those near the boiler to allow r to escape slowly, it may be
possible to further reduce differences in steam arr; timee However,
testing of variable air vents has so far shown no significant effects on
steam de1i very time e A seri es of more sensit i ve experi ments i s planned to
measure possible VAV effects 0

One of the most dramatic effects, and potentially a source of signi
fuel savings, is the 1oweri ngof the heat loss from the stri but ion

system to the basement 0 However, for many basement apartments the distribu
tion piping is also their main source of heate If the radiation is marginal
to bin wi th, the reduced output may lower temperature unacceptab ly ~

s was the case in the test building& An additional radiator will be added
a system to increase the auput from the basement radi ators 11 be

tested in the 84-85 season0

Radiator

The lding were zed 'for heat loss
from each radi ators were overs; zed to the same
degree~ The Mpls SCS changes the average overall heat ouput from a radiator
from being based largely on how close it is to the boiler to being based on
its physical masSe Wi proper radiator sizing this will produce good

tSe Methods to with improper sizing will be tested next yeare
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